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2XS ARCHITECTURE
2xsarchitecture.pl
2XS ARCHITECTURE offers a full range of architectural services focused on energy
efficient buildings. In our work we use fully implemented BIM project
methodology. We concentrate on prefabricated wooden structures such as CLT
and wooden framing.

AMBERLINE
amberline.eu/no
Amberline is a manufacturer of uPVC windows, entrance doors, terrace doors,
sliding doors, lift and slide doors, folding doors and aluminium windows & doors,
terrace doors, curtain walls and structural windows. Innovative company
specialized in energy-saving windows, smart & design solutions and cutting-edge
technology.

APA
apagroup.pl
APA is a leader on the market of intelligent industrial automation and building
management systems. We have 20 years of experience and dozens of successful
implementations. In our offer you can find solutions related to intelligent
buildings - energy efficiency of houses and buildings (IPOE - Intelligent Platform
for Energy Optimization), intelligent home and building management systems
(NAZCA), engineering testing, measurement and control as well as digital
construction world, where it is important to add technology to the construction
process (ApaIndustry), FM (Facilities Management) products and services - IPOE,
NAZCA. The purpose of the meetings is to promote the products and services of
the APA company. The expected long-term effect is the further development of
the APA's R&D activities and expansion into new foreign markets.

ARTRYS PROJEKT
artrys.pl
Provider of a full range of services for ventilated facades, such as material
delivery, installation and technical supervision - delivery of complete designs with
required calculations, on site supervision and technical advisory.
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BALEX METAL
balex.eu
Balex Metal is the manufacturer of sandwich panels, steel sheet tiles, thermal
insulation solutions, cold-formed shapes, gutter systems and structural sheet
metal. The purpose of participation in the event is to increase business
opportunities through various routes to market, to gather the information about
the construction market and gain new contacts, develop new knowledge in
construction brands and find out about innovative products and new trends.

BIM ENGINEERS
bimengineers.eu
Engineering design consultancy with extensive experience in services modelling
and BIM; we design, model and validate MEP services, we also help in BIM - we
understand it and do not get lost in it.

BP DEVELOPMENT
bpdevelopment.pl
BP Development has a wide range of construction and finishing materials,
including ecological materials, and professional design service. In its activity, it
brings together the largest reputable manufacturers and professionals to
comprehensively support ongoing construction and renovation projects.

BUDWOD
budwod.pl
BUDWOD deals with the creation and development of eco-innovative solutions in
construction and environmental protection. KERHAUS is our brand of
prefabricated expanded clay houses. The houses built in the KERHAUS
technology meet the WT 2021 standards required for low-energy buildings.
BAUTER is another brand of thermal insulation coatings, which are revolutionary,
heat-insulating, ecological, vapor-permeable, breathable, reflective, energysaving, flexible, protective and economical. We are looking for ideas and partners
for cooperation with whom we can create innovative solutions in the field of
technology development and implementation, as well as the possibility of
financing them.
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CONPEKA
conpeka.com
Conpeka is a design company specialized in detailed projects for energy-efficient
buildings, prefabricated in the wooden frame structure and CLT.

CTS CHEMISTRY
ctschemistry.com
European manufacturer of industrial chemicals that specialises in production of
high-quality preparations in the following categories: anti-slip treatments,
cleaners and impregnations. The company's products allow for safe cleaning and
preservation of walls and floors made of any type of stone, ceramics or concrete.

DOMEK NA ROZTOCZU
noclegihoryniec.eu
Domek na Roztoczu is a complex of ecological holiday houses interested in new,
environmentally friendly technologies for existing facilities and planned ones.

ELGARD
elgard.com.pl
Elgard is helping customers in developing their business potential - increasing
production scale and reducing the costs of production process management. Our
main areas of expertise include: implementation of specialized IT solutions for
business and production, maintenance of IT infrastructure, data analytics, cloud
services and IT solutions development, advanced service of IT equipment and
industrial automation.The aim of the participation is to initiate international
economic activity of Elgard and analyze the Norwegian market.

GEOPROFIL
geoprofil.co
Provider of services such as point clouds based on laser scanning or
photogrammetry and transfers them in any format, 2D CAD documentation
based on the point clouds, generation of photo-realistic 3D mesh models,
orthophotomaps, volume calculation, deformation / clash detection.
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY GLASS
htgglass.com
We produce various types of glass –not only construction glass (balustrades,
showers, partition walls) but also high technologies for the most demanding
customers. We offer privacy glass "SwitchView” with variable translucency as
well as heated glass "ThermoGlass" - both products are manufactured by us.
Among our pillars are there: new technologies, innovative solutions, modern
system of production and quality control, automated customer service system,
individual and partner attitude towards our customers, international
cooperation, continuous development of new products. We are interested in
finding new partners in business.

IZODOM 2000 POLSKA
izodom.pl
Izodom supplies components for fast construction of passive buildings. Insulating
concrete formwork blocks are offered for construction of foundation slabs, walls,
midfloors and roofs. Over 20.000 buildings in 43 countries has been built out of
Izodom products since 1990. Izodom is a signatory of United Nations
Environmental Programme "Caring for Climate", as a proof of its commitment
toward fighting climate change. Izodom is looking for Norwegian real estate
developers, contractors, builders, designers and trade people who work with
high energy saving, passive buildings and want to develop their business with
new, fast and easy to build, yet durable technology.

JUMARPOL PRZEWIERTY
przewierty.jumarpol.pl
The company deals with the implementation of trenchless techniques. It
performs water and sewage, gas, teletechnical installations, etc. without
disturbing the existing surfaces. Expects to broaden the horizons in the current
specialization, cooperate with suppliers of drilling equipment or acquire
competitive suppliers of materials.
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MIRPOL
mirpol.rzeszow.pl
Mirpol is a leading Polish importer and manufacturer of garden furniture and
furniture accessories. The services offered also include the design and sale of
high-quality articles as well as interior and garden furnishings. Currently, we work
with the largest brands and the products we import can be found in the most
popular construction and interior design stores. Mirpol will gladly take part in
business meetings with various entities operating in Norway to gain long-term
contacts and new business partners.

MODU HALE
moduhale.com
Steel structures, steel buildings: architectural and static design, manufacturing,
assembly.

OKO.TRADE
okotrade.eu
Implementation of a thin-layer thermal insulation system for buildings,
structures, containers and means of transport on European markets.

POLISH CONNECTION
polishconnection.no
Consulting amd payroll services aimed at Polish and foreign companies that wish
to do business in Norway.Business/Entrepreuers who wish to do business in
Norway.

PPMB NIEMCE
ppmb.pl
One of the largest producers of building materials in Poland founded in 1972.
Specialises in the production of high-quality universal silicate blocks under the
UNISIL brand.
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POLMAR
polmar.net.pl
POLMAR is a family business with almost 40 years of experience in combustion
proces optimalization. Our main product is SmartFlow - Chimney Draft Stabilizer
for heating, fireplaces, ventilation. Patented technology helps to protect the
environment by stabilizing the stack effect and lowering the emissions even by
70%. The condensation of steam and soot buildup are reduced by as much as
80%. It also pays off with savings in heating costs.
SmartFlow is manufactured from stainless and acid proof steel of the highest
quality and is available in multiple shapes to fit any chimney. We would like to
meet potential business partner - enterpreneurs, authorities and organization
interested in solution which brings eco & save money results. Secondly, we are
searching new products and services coming from Norwegian companies which
could be offered in Polish market.

Q4SKI
q4ski.com/pl
Q4SKI deals with the construction and modernization of ski jumping hills. The
applicant created the concept of enclosing the descent for jumpers within the ski
jump with an innovative glass tunnel. The tunnel will ensure the same conditions
for each jumper, it will reduce the cost of maintaining the hill - reducing the
energy consumption and nitrogen-containing preparations needed to freeze the
descent for the jumper. Photovoltaic panels will be placed on the walls of the
glass tunnel in order to obtain energy for the functioning of the facility. The
tunnel will increase the comfort for viewers, because, for example, the results of
jumpers can be displayed, the tunnel will be transparent and will not be covered
with sediments thanks to the installation of heated glass with a hydrophobic
layer.
Our objective is to establish contacts and present the solution to winter sports
center, conduct meetings and negotiations with designers and architects.
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SR INTERNATIONAL SERVICES
supercharged.green
The idea and the challenge of SR International is to support the community in its
pursuit of energy neutrality by informing about various technologies, and in the
future to support the offering of friendly financial mechanisms enabling access to
it. These activities are carried out by the Supercharged platform. SR International
is also developing a virtual power plant design so that it is possible to combine
many different types of installations into one decentralized project. The
digitization of energy and its evolution to a new business model, implemented in
an increasingly open and pluralistic ecosystem, is the future. That is why we are
also working on a green energy tokenization formula.The goal of the mission will
be to identify existing complementary solutions among suppliers of batteries,
inverters, various measurement systems, and energy management within a
single property and at the level of energy community networks (B2B Sector). The
Applicant will also look for the most modern IT solutions in the field of
technologies that improve the quality of life inside homes.

SUNROOF TECHNOLOGY
sunroof.se
SunRoof is a manufacturer of solar roofs. The firm has designed and developed a
2-in-1 solar roof technology that replaces traditional roofs and generates
electricity without installing photovoltaic panels on them, ensuring a great finish.
Our project is widely implemented in Sweden, Germany and Poland. The network
of SunRoof integrated solar roofs will be connected within the so-called “virtual
power plant”. Our newest prosumers will be able to use, manage and store the
energy generated in their installations after the least possible use of energy
derived from coal. The applicant aims to establish a dialogue with suppliers of
semi-finished products (PV modules, inverters and construction elements).
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TERMEX-FIBER
termex-fibre.com
Termex is a manufacturer of cellulose fibre insulation for 30+ years. It is a Finnish
brand, originally with 2 locations in Finland, one of which has been moved to
Bialogard, Poland, in order to provide high-quality cellulose insulation to the
Polish, German and Danish market. We are also a distributor of blowing
machines, Termex Reindeer made in Finland and Geko Karl & Egon made in
Germany. We are looking for companies in the prefab and wood construction, as
well as insulation installers who would be interested in cooperating with us.

TETON
teton.pl
Industrial mountaineering and work at heights, including wind turbine service,
fire protection installations, industrial installations, anti-corrosion works,
industrial cleaning, installation of sprinkler systems.

THERMO PUMP
upthermo.com
Thermo Pump develops a new type of thermal engine that will enable pumping
liquids through the use of renewable or waste energy known as a lowtemperature heat source. The device does not use an external source of
electricity, pumping water is cheaper and more ecological. The main destinations
in which the developed solution will be applied include: replacement of electric
pumping sets in solar installations, water pump in areas without access to
electricity, circulating pump in heating installations for single-family houses.
Thermo Pump is searching for potential business partners or possible places to
introduce our technology to the market, cooperation in joint R&D works, testing
the solution, finding a market niche.
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THE SHIRE CELLAR
theshirecellar.com
The Shire Cellar is an ancient way of storage built in a contemporary way.
Represented by cofounder and CEO Mr. Pawel Biedak.

VIKKING DOORS AND WINDOWS
vikking.eu
PVC REAL WOOD windows with wood grains noticeable under your fingers Wooden products, during operation in the facilities, are vulnerable to many
threats from destructive effect of moisture on the hygroscopic wood
construction. From here the idea was born of decorating the surface of PVC
profiles, to provide them with the aesthetics of fine wood and eliminate the
effects and inconvenience caused by the use of wood. VIKKING composite doors
are resistant to moisture and the most difficult climate conditions - composite
sashes don't deform under the influence of the weather conditions, we
guarantee their technical durability for decades. Perfect door for use in PASSIVE
HOUSES.We are looking for distributors, agents, representatives interested in the
purchase, distribution and installation of front doors and windows.
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MPENERGI
mp-energi.no
23 years of experience in renewable energy, energy efficiency in
buildings,infrastructure and constructions. Company interested in „green and
blue” projects.

NANOPOWER
nanopower.global
The company delivers electronic hardware for industrial IoT including smart
buildings. Possibility to build networks and present technology with enabling
properties.

OMEGA ACCOUNTING
omega-as.no
Omega Accounting is a future-oriented accounting company with a long-term
tradition. We know the ins and outs of conducting business in Norway. Day-today accounting in line with the guidelines of the Norwegian Tax Administration,
carried out by a team of experienced accountants. Personnel and payroll
management. Scanning centre and online accounting. Registration of economic
entities. Business and tax consulting services. Services offered to foreign
companies in Norway.

REKTEK
facebook.com/rekteknorge
Company deals with distribution of chimney systems with high focus on chimney
draft regulators. Chimney draft regulator leads to pollution decrease while using
fireplace, effective burning of wood and decrease in general heating costs. Main
objective is to contact companies interested in environmental solutions and
companies dealing with chimney systems. Our products can be used on existing
chimney installations.

RUD PEDERSEN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
rudpedersen.com
Consultancy interested in getting in cooperation with companies that would like
to do business in Norway and need assistance in public and regulatory affairs, PR
& communications, corporate strategy, tender management etc.
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